THE ELITE WOMAN
Your complete personalised 1:1 mentring solution
By Claire Burt

A complete tailor made mentor solution!
Personalised 1:1 mentoring program, to focus
solely on you, your dreams, your desires!
Perfect for those women who are asking someone to guide
them in life, in business towards freedom, health and wealth.

You bring your dreams, desires, adventures and lifestyle I'll bring the canvas to create magic!
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MY WISH FOR YOU
The Elite Woman is a fully customisable mentoring solution, delivered in a
personalised 1:1 format.
The Elite Woman is a blank canvas that is filled with dreams, intentions,
colours, visions, feelings and direction.
The canvas may start out blank, but after our time together, through our
connection, sharing our stories and vulnerability and our collaborative
approach, we will complete a beautiful canvas that will hold your vision
so strong, that even your toughest thoughts, doubts and fears won’t be
able to wash the colour away.
What is different about The Elite Woman, is that it is completely up to
you on how you colour your canvas.
It is a unique approach that works with your strengths foremost, while we
uncover the blockages and resistance that is holding you back from
stepping into this vision you want to create.
We meet when it totally suits you.
Some like weekly chats. Some like fortnightly. Others prefer daily chats to
combat the daily thought process. You have invested in my time, and my
time is my priority to give to you.
What works in your lifestyle works with me. Although, I do advise weekly
touch points that allow a greater sense of nurturing, acknowledgement
and inclusion.
Remember, I am here to take you to the Elite level. In however best
motivates you, without resistance, pressure, and stress.
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WHO IS THE ELITE WOMAN FOR?
The Elite Woman is for the modern “good girl”, who has dreams, ideas and
monumental shifts she wants to create.
However, she feels unsupported, unmotivated and so unsure that she feels
so disconnected that its easier to leave the idea in her dreams, than
create the dream in real life.

The Elite Woman helps:
Corporate women who need extra mentoring and coaching that simply
doesn’t exist in her current workplace. The Elite Woman helps you to create
positive habits, set efficient intentions and create processes in your life,
that breed success, wealth and promotion. We develop your CEO mindset
and habits to ensure you are confident to take the next step in your career
with confidence and bravery.

Sports women who are ready to incorporate mindset, habits and visual
techniques to win the championship. We work together with the very best
mindset methods, to ensure you have the vision, the feeling and the fire to
stop at nothing short of number 1.
Women who feel that they’ve tried other methods in coaching but haven’t
reached the results she perhaps has envisioned. We prepare the mind by
gently working through blockages, resistance that come through when we
try and level up. We build your confidence so that you begin taking that
one step in front of the other, until the marathon has been completed. You
won’t even feel the stress of the race during our time. We incorporate
techniques, visualisations and processes that relieve stress, worry and
pressure, while we build your belief that your purpose and your dream is
definitely worth working for.
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WHAT IS INCLUDED IN YOUR INVESTMENT?
12 month membership to The Elite Woman – the diamond
membership
Weekly 1:1 private calls to review progress, realign intentions
and discuss blocks, intentions, habits
Weekly Intention Setting
Weekly Journaling Questions
Weekly Meditations
12 months access to The Awakened Woman
Private Voxer chat with Claire - to really get the blocks
actioned and cleared so you can move on, to do what you do
best!

Plus bonus access to
The Golden Journal Project - next scheduled masterclass
The Ignited Woman resources
Breaking Up With Being Busy online program
The Activated Woman - next scheduled program
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Why Work With Claire?
I pride myself, my branding and my methods on my
relatable attitude.
I won't ever advise, teach or coach my clients in any area
unless it is something that I would be comfortable to do.
I bring my extensive coaching experience from a 20 year
corporate career with me here at Inspired Lifestyles.
I’ve had to live the struggles, while raising a young family
and supporting our family business.
I know how programmed we have been in being the good
girl.I know the struggles you feel, when what you desire is
different from anyone around you. I know the loneliness you
feel, when you feel drawn to a path that no one has
walked before.
I also know the tricks that procrastination and being
unmotivated play - so I can sense these even before you!
I'd love to help bring the inner goddess out in you.
I'm so excited to begin working with you to colour your
canvas together!
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HOW TO GET STARTED
Securing your place in the activation series is simple.
This mentoring opportunity is valued at over $9,000!

Payment to finalise your membership is required:

Initial Payment $555, then reoccuring each
month for 12 months.
(Total investment over the 12 months is $6,660)

Once payment has been received, you will be contacted
by the team to welcome you in to our circle of warmth,
growth and possibility, along with all your learning
resources prior to the start of the series
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